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A.3.a.1941 piano Giraffe piano by Joseph Kirkman

A.3.aa.1941 trombone Trombone, in two sections, with three valve keys and two 
mechanical keys, missing mouthpiece. Bell engraved with 
'Approved by Heramn Liang Antoine Courtois Brevelé 
Facteur Du Conservatoire Imperial 88 Rue Des Marais St 
Martin Gi-Devant Rue Du Caire Paris Julien & Co Sole 
Agents 214 Regent St London'

A.3.ac.1941 clarinet Clarinet, of light polished wood with bone bands, with dark 
wooden moiuthpiece, 4 finger holes and 6 brass lever keys, 
stamped 'Metzler, London, 105 Wardour St'.

A.3.ad.1941 clarinet Clarinet in 5 sections of light polished wood with bone 
bands, with 8 finger holes and 10 brass lever keys, stamped 
'Metzler & Co, 37 Great Marlborough St, London'.

A.3.af.1941 descant 
recorder

Descant recorder in two sections of light wood, with brass 
joint, with seven finger holes on front, one on back, stamped 
with crown and 'Rudall, Carte & Co Ltd, 23 Berners Street, 
Oxford Street, London'.

A.3.ag.1941 double flageolet double flageolet of light polished wood with 5 sections, with 
bone bands and 16 finger holes and 9 metal lever keys, 
maker's stamp 'Bainbridge  & Wood, 35 Holborn Hill, 
London, patent"

A.3.ah.1941 flute flute, of light polished wood with bone bands in 5 sections, 6 
finger holes and 4 lever keys
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A.3.ai.1941 flute flute, of dark polished wood in 5 sections, with 6 finger holes 
and 8 lever keys, stamped 'Bw Harris, Manufacturer, 37 
Glocester Terrace, Commercial Rd, London'

A.3.aj.1941 piccolo piccolo of polished wood, with six finger holes and four lever 
keys

A.3.ak.1941 piccolo piccolo of polished wood, with six finger holes and five lever 
keys, stamped 'Hollings, London"

A.3.al.1941 bassoon Bassoon, in four sections, with brass trim and mechanical 
keys, missing mouthpiece made by John Parr

A.3.am.1941 musical glasses 
in case

musical glasses, wooden case with scroll marquetry designs 
on side, containing 21 glasses fixed to base with metal 
stands, some of glasses broken

A.3.am.1941 musical glasses 
in case

musical glasses, wooden case with scroll marquetry designs 
on side, containing 21 glasses fixed to base with metal 
stands, some of glasses broken

A.3.an.1941 oboe in case oboe in case, oboe of dark polished wood in 3 sections, with 
metal mechanical keys, in black case lined with faded velvet 
with 3 double reeds
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A.3.ao.1941 tuning fork tuning fork, in the note of G, stamped 'SUPERIOR 384" with 
wooden base.

A.3.ap.1941 flute Flute of dark stained bamboo with 10 holes, with bone at one 
end missing from the other end.

A.3.aq.1941 suona Suona, double reed with brass sound resonator at end.

A.3.ar.1941 bell Bell, iron, with simple clapper and handle at top, with riveted 
sides.

A.3.as.1941 sansa Sansa, wooden box decorated with carved design and metal 
studs, 16 remaining metal tongues held in position lateral 
metal bar.

A.3.at.1941 bow harp; 
gunibri

Bow harp, gunibri, hollowed wooden body with leather 
stretched across, held in place with wooden tacks, cylindrical 
wooden neck peircing throgh leather to soundhole, string 
attached and held in place with leather thong.

A.3.au.1941 pandore Pandore, hollow light coloured wooden body and neck inlaid 
with carved bone and triangular pieces of mother of pearl, 
four tuning pegs and two remaining strings.
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A.3.av.1941 banjo Banjo with circular wooden frame with stretched skin across 
it and 8 brass tightening pegs, neck decorated with inlaid 
wood, head with 1 peg remaining of 5, detatched bridge and 
single string.

A.3.aw.1941 lute guitar Lute guitar, with ornate painted 'gold' decoration around 
edges of body and sound hole, with motif above bridge of 
tambourine, trumpet and basson and below bridge motif of 
lyre player sat on dolphin

A.3.ax.1941 bow Bow, large, of reddish wood with dark wooden terminal and 
grip, with black horsehair.

A.3.ay.1941 bow Bow, of reddish wood with bone terminal and dark wooden 
grip, with horsehair.

A.3.az.1941 drum stick Wooden club with pointed head, described as native drum 
stick in old loan catalogue. The handpiece has a hole found 
in it, through which a piece of string has been passed. 
Length 14 1/4 inches. Condition good.

A.3.b.1941 clavier Clavier by Zampe & Bunkerbart, Paris.

A.3.ba.1941 drum stick Thin pointed wooden club showing gouge marks on surface, 
described as native drum stick in old loan catalogue. The 
handle end has been sharpened to a point by a knife and 
just above the surface has been deliberately roughened. 
Length 26 inches.
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A.3.bb.1941 tambura Tambura, red coloured wooden neck with five flared carved 
leaves holding large gourd resonator in place, four dark 
wooden turned pegs attached to head for the missing four 
strings, from India.

A.3.bc.1941 bow harp Bow harp, cylindrical neck piece of wood with eight peg 
holes, body is rectangular with skin stretched across held in 
place withh wooden tacks, square soundhole, 8 strings 
extending up to pegs attached to neck

A.3.bd.1941 recorder Recorder of bamboo, red painted stripe acroos body with 5 
finger holes.

A.3.be.1941 tambura Tambura, long wooden neck carved with five leaves 
attached to broken gourd sound resonator with wooden face, 
one turned wooden peg remaining.

A.3.bf.1941 drum Drum, of wood, designed to play strapped round neck and 
played horizontally, 2 ends with skin stretched over with a 
black centre in each and raw hide carrying strap.

A.3.bg.1941 drum Drum, of wood, designed to play strapped round neck and 
played horizontally, 2 ends with skin stretched over,with 
string carrying strap.

A.3.bh.1941 drum Drum, of wood,  1 end with skin stretched over, and black 
circle in centre, wood has been painted red, blue, yellow, 
green hoops.
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A.3.bi.1941 drum Tall drum with tapering wooden body with narrow foot, single 
hide membrane held in place with strips of woven hide 
extending down whole body and single carrying handle, from 
Central Africa.

A.3.bj.1941 xylophone Xylophone, wooden frame bound together with vegetable 
fibre, string and leather thong, with fabric carrying strap, 
frame supports 15 wooden keys held in place with leather 
thong below which are suspended 8 gourds acting as 
resonators and 2 cast metal bells.

A.3.bn.1941 drum drum, barrel shaped with skin stretched over both ends, 2 
red fabric carrying loops on side and the body is covered 
with hide, which is attached by leather thongs, skin 
membrane broken

A.3.c.1941 dulcitone Organ, dulcitone type instrument, walnut veneered case with 
ornate handles on either side, keyboard of 20 black and 29 
white keys, above keys in gold lettering "VOR MUSTEL. 
Paris".

A.3.c.1941 dulcitone Organ, dulcitone type instrument, walnut veneered case with 
ornate handles on either side, keyboard of 20 black and 29 
white keys, above keys in gold lettering "VOR MUSTEL. 
Paris".

A.3.c.1941 dulcitone Organ, dulcitone type instrument, walnut veneered case with 
ornate handles on either side, keyboard of 20 black and 29 
white keys, above keys in gold lettering "VOR MUSTEL. 
Paris".

A.3.d.1941 harmonium Voice harmonium circa 1890 by Colin Brown, Glasgow. 
Black and white keys interspersed with red buttons, seven 
pull levers above keyboard with white ceramic plaques with 
black lettering, two brown carpet covered pedals and a pair 
of soft leather bellows at back.
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A.3.d.1941 harmonium Voice harmonium circa 1890 by Colin Brown, Glasgow. 
Black and white keys interspersed with red buttons, seven 
pull levers above keyboard with white ceramic plaques with 
black lettering, two brown carpet covered pedals and a pair 
of soft leather bellows at back.

A.3.d.1941 harmonium Voice harmonium circa 1890 by Colin Brown, Glasgow. 
Black and white keys interspersed with red buttons, seven 
pull levers above keyboard with white ceramic plaques with 
black lettering, two brown carpet covered pedals and a pair 
of soft leather bellows at back.

A.3.d.1941 harmonium Voice harmonium circa 1890 by Colin Brown, Glasgow. 
Black and white keys interspersed with red buttons, seven 
pull levers above keyboard with white ceramic plaques with 
black lettering, two brown carpet covered pedals and a pair 
of soft leather bellows at back.

A.3.e.1941 piano "Square" piano, of polished mahogany, standing on four 
tapering octagonal legs, with mouldings and castors, the top 
flat, with  rounded corners at the front, makers details above 
keyboard "Patent John Broadwood & Sons Makers to their 
Majesties & the Princesses Great Pulteney Street Golden 
Square London".

A.3.e.1941 piano "Square" piano, of polished mahogany, standing on four 
tapering octagonal legs, with mouldings and castors, the top 
flat, with  rounded corners at the front, makers details above 
keyboard "Patent John Broadwood & Sons Makers to their 
Majesties & the Princesses Great Pulteney Street Golden 
Square London".

A.3.e.1941 piano "Square" piano, of polished mahogany, standing on four 
tapering octagonal legs, with mouldings and castors, the top 
flat, with  rounded corners at the front, makers details above 
keyboard "Patent John Broadwood & Sons Makers to their 
Majesties & the Princesses Great Pulteney Street Golden 
Square London".

A.3.f.1941 aeolia harp; 
zither

Aeolia harp (zither) two identical parts, rectangular wooden 
body with two sound holes metal tuning pegs for eight 
strings and makers label
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A.3.g.1941 miniature 
archlute in case

Miniature archlute in case. Case of wood covered in tortoise 
shell and mother of pearl inlay lined with red velvet ' G. Di 
Giorgio Fabbricante Rione Amed_eo Pal. este Napoli'. 
Archlute all veneered with tortoise shell and mother of pearl 
geometric decoration, ivory pegs and bridge with six strings

A.3.g.1941 miniature 
archlute in case

Miniature archlute in case. Case of wood covered in tortoise 
shell and mother of pearl inlay lined with red velvet ' G. Di 
Giorgio Fabbricante Rione Amed_eo Pal. este Napoli'. 
Archlute all veneered with tortoise shell and mother of pearl 
geometric decoration, ivory pegs and bridge with six strings

A.3.h.1941 model of piano 
action

model of piano action, on vertical plane, in 2 pieces, maker's 
plaque 'AD. LEXOW.G.m.b.H BERLIN MODELL 10'

A.3.i.1941 model of piano 
action

model of piano action, on horizontal plane, maker's plaque 
'AD. LEXOW.G.m.b.H BERLIN MOD 16a Patent'

A.3.j.1941 vielle; hurdy-
gurdy

Vielle or hurdy-gurdy, of wood decorated with mother of 
pearl inlay. Body is striped of alternate light and dark wood, 
head has six tuning pegs and carved terminal in form of 
female head, stamped 'Thouvenel Henry A. Mirecourt'

A.3.k.1941 viola d'amora Viola d'amora, wooden body with two scroll shaped sound 
holes, head with six tuning pegs and scroll shaped terminal

A.3.m.1941 lute Lute, painted black with 'gold' foliage decoration around 
egdes of body and sound hole and up turned neck, 14 
strings. 'C. Light, Inventor, of the British Lute 38 Berner 
Street London N12'
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A.3.n.1941 guitar English guitar, wooden with mother pearl inlay around sound 
hole engraved with floral design, long neck leading to head 
with six bone tuning pegs. Inside body maker's paper label 
'Anelti's improved guitar Clifton'

A.3.o.1941 cittern cittern, round shaped body with ornately carved cherub and 
musical instruments design over the sound hole, curved 
head with square tip, detatched bridge.

A.3.q.1941 cittern wooden cittern with an oval body with ivory bridge and 
ornately carved  foliage scroll work sound hole, 8 stringed 
with 8 tuning pegs on head.  Tip of head is carved.

A.3.s.1941 guitar Guitar, pear shaped body with mother of pearl inlay around 
sound hole, short neck with large head with eight pegs and 5 
strings. Deattached bridge and sperate single peg. Label 
'Fabrica De Guitarras Y Bandurrias Espanolas De Alfonso 
Ricardo Madrid'

A.3.t.1941 guitar Guitar, wooden with alternate black and white concentric 
circles inlayed around sound hole similar decoartion around 
body edges, long neck leading to head with six bone tuning 
pegs.

A.3.u.1941 balaleika Balaleika, triangular shaped wooden body with dark wood 
inlay around sound hole and base of neck, narrow neck, 
small head with three tuning pegs and strings

A.3.v.1941 bango harp bango harp, dark wooden frame with 2 feet, the sides of 
frame are stylised as Corinthian pillars, 21 strings attatched 
to base, tuning pegs on top part of frame, strings across 
wooden bridge attatched to skin of 'bango', plaque with UK 
coat of arms, 'by ROYAL LETTERS PATENT 20.7403'
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A.3.w.1941 keyed bugle keyed bugle, with 6 mechanical/lever keys, missing 
mouthpiece, the bell is engraved Bilton, Westminster Bridge 
Road, London, copper coloured.

A.3.x.1941 trumpet trumpet, with 3 valves, engraved on bell '1st class exhibition 
prize medal awarded London 1862 & Dublin 1865 to J. 
Higham Maker 127 Strangeways, Manchester 43093'

A.3.y.1941 cornet in case cornet, in wooden case lined with red velvet.  'Silver" cornet 
with 3 valve keys and 3 curled sections and a mouthpiece.

A.3.z.1941 trombone 3 mechanical keys which are engraved with floral decoration.  
Bell has engraved silver edge with legend 'Prem & Priv. 
Stob, Novz, Amb.. Santucc in Verona

Object Count: 


